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ABSTRACT: Water is essential to the existence of life on Earth. The causes of dehydration are natural and 
anthropogenic. In the world, the amount of freshwater remains constant for a period of time, but the population has 
already reached it. So aim for freshwater that is stronger day by day. Proper management and prognosis is required 
for effective and efficient water use systems. Water demand and forecasting are the mainstays of urban water 
management. Machine learning is one of the most well-known methods of prediction. Machine learning is a data 
analysis method that gives a machine the ability to read without being completely organized. Unlike traditional 
methods of predicting required that were incorrectly structured and poorly structured historical data, machine 
learning looks or has the power to analyze that data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the Indian way, suicide is a big problem. Water is a basic source of life and an important source of income for the 
economy. Water covers about 70% of the earth, and it is easily assumed that it will always be there for us, however, 
water scarcity has affected many areas on different continents, According to a recent UNESCO study by 2025, 1.8 
billion people living in many areas will face severe shortages of water, and about 33% of the world's population may be 
subject to water stress. 

Economic viability and social development are largely dependent on the balance of water resources, as in the last few 
decades desalination has become an important means of water supply, opening the door to tackling conflicting water 
resources that have the potential to provide sustainable water supply. Desalination provides about 1% of the world's 
drinking water, but this number is rising year by year. 

The State of Kuwait has a total area of 17,818 km2, Kuwait has a population of 4.62 million (2018), about 98 percent 
of the Kuwait Metropolitan Area, 810 km2 or 4.5 percent of the total area, Kuwait is one of the few countries in the 
world without rivers or lakes naturally, Kuwait relied entirely on beverage plant extracts from its pure water. For almost 
30 years the distillation plants of many phases have been used successfully in Kuwait. The highest water use in the world 
is recorded in Kuwait at 500 liters per person per day. 

As it requires significant energy use, pumping seawater is more expensive than other natural resources such as 

groundwater or rivers, on the other hand water reuse and water conservation cost $ 1.09 to $ 2.49 per thousand liters [4], 

water demand Predict to reduce intake , and the cost of treatment, storage anddistribution. Water demand forecasts allow 

the Water Distribution Network to reduce energy consumption by 3.1% and reduce energy costs by 5.2%. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
      [1] proposed a new strategy to short term water [1] proposed a new strategy for short-term water demand based on a 
two-phase learning approach that includes Gene Expression Programming (GEP) and a series of time series. The strategy 
was tested in the city of Milan, the real knowledge of marine life in Italy. Multi-level modeling is done by reorganizing 
the demand for water patterns per hour at leading hours of 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours. The results of the study showed that 
when combining GEP with learning algorithms that can be controlled in a k-circle is complete, this means that this will 
spread accurate results. 
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Lopez et al. [2] introduced a multi-moderate water demand forecast model called the Qualitative Multi-Model 
Predictor Plus (QMMP +). The measurement element was predicted and the pattern mode was tested using the adjacent 
neighbor (NN) separator and calendar. Each session was performed simultaneously with the NN and Calendar separator, 
and the opportunity was used to select the most appropriate predictive model. Compared to other methods such as Radial 
Basis Function Artificial Neural Networks, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average and Double Season Season Holt-
Winters, the proposed QMMP + model provides much higher results when used in the Barcelona Water Distribution 
Network. QMMP + has shown that different water use patterns for modeling treatment increase speculation. 

Candelieri [3] has introduced a fully-fledged data and machine-based strategy to signal and predict short-term water 
demand per application based on two different data sources, the first is the urban water requirement available from 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and second is the individual water consumption from the automatic 
meter reading (AMR). The actual case was committed to the details of the Milan water distribution network. The 
integration was provided with merger data for different time estimates and using different types of SVM regression over 
these data sets, the results obtained were rated by the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) to determine the best and 
worst predictive types. 

Pacchin et al. [4] introduced a water demand forecasting model for the Italian city of Castelfranco-Emilia over a 
24-hour window using two objects whose value is shown in each section of the forecast. Preliminary data indicate the 
percentage between the 24-hour average water supply following the time the forecast isproduced and the average 24-
hour water supply. The second estimate shows the correlation between the average water rate in the normal hour that 
decreases in the 24-h forecast period and the average water demand for that time. The results show that the accuracy 
of the forecast is very high, with RMSE values ranging from 4 to 6 L / s and the corresponding percentage. of MAE 
ranges from 5 to 7 percent. 

 Tiw et al. [5] performed Comparison of urban water forecasts on a daily basis using a data-based learning machine 
in combination with wavelet (W) wavelet extreme learning machine (ELMW) or bootstrap (B) bootstrap-based 
extreme learning machine (ELMB) methods similar models based on in the installation network (ie, ANN, ANNB, 
ANNW). The ELMW model has been found to work much better than the ANN, ANNB, ANNW, and ELM models. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

A.Problem statements: 

 Awareness of the availability of water in the city as the demand for water supply increases and the amount of 
water wasted is necessary to take serious steps. 

 In this project we will be using a machine-based meta-system for potentially irregular backslides in Pune city's 
water supply forecasting system. 

 Predicting future generation water availability and managing water as a sustainable resource. 

 

B.Model framework: 
 

 

 

Fig.1 System architecture 

 
Fig shows the system architecture diagram of water forecasting and prediction .In this architecture we use two method 

1)ARIMA model.2)multivariable linear regression model.  
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In this diagram we considered historic database which contain year wise data like suppose it contain data from 1990 to 

2021.using this database we can predict the futurevalues like next year how much water is required .for this prediction 

we used ARIMA model 

    Next we used is multivariable linear regression algorithm. Multivariable linear regression algorithm contain different 

type of prediction like industrial water prediction, domestic water prediction, garden water prediction, agriculture 

prediction are done. Multivariable linear regression is algorithm which will predict multiple variables. After that all this 

prediction values are preprocessed and given to multivariable linear regression and it is predicted.Hardware and software 

requirement- 

 Hardware requirement  

 

PC/Laptop(4GB RAM/Graphics card/Windows 10/7)  
 

 Software requirement  

 

                Pycharm/python  
Sublime 
 
C.Algorithms: 
 

1)Arima Model 
2) Multivariable Linear Regression               

1)Arima Model 

ARIMA is an acronym for “autoregressive integrated moving average.” It's a model used in statistics and econometrics 

to measure events that happen over a period of time. The model is used to understand past data or predict future data in a 

series. 

An ARIMA model is characterized by 3 terms: p, d, qwhere, 

p is the order of the AR term 

q is the order of the MA term 

d is the number of differencing required to make the time series stationary. 

2) Multivariable Linear Regression             
Multiple linear regression refers to a statistical technique that is used to predict the outcome of a variable based on the 

value of two or more variables. It is sometimes known simply as multiple regression, and it is an extension of linear 

regression. The variable that we want to predict is known as the dependent variable, while the variables we use to predict 

the value of the dependent variable are known as independent or explanatory variables. 

 

yi is the dependent or predicted variable 

β0 is the y-intercept, i.e., the value of y when both xi and x2 are 0. 

β1 and β2 are the regression coefficients that represent the change in y relative to a one-unit change in xi1 and xi2, 
respectively. 

βp is the slope coefficient for each independent variable 

ϵ is the model’s random error (residual) term. 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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To find the best-fit line for each independent variable, multiple linear regression calculates three things: 

The regression coefficients that lead to the smallest overall model error. 

The t-statistic of the overall model. 

The associated p-value (how likely it is that the t-statistic would have occurred by chance if the null hypothesis of no 
relationship between the independent and dependent variables was true). 

It then calculates the t-statistic and p-value for each regression coefficient in the model 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 We report the implementation of the proposed approach. Two methods have been used, in the first method, to predict 
the water demand using a time series process. The second method of water retrieval is predicted using a machine 
learning process, Both methods are used using python code in addition to the visual studio code. The best decision-
making methods have been identified based on RMSE and MAPE to obtain the best daily forecasting model. 

 Therefore, the best model should have a small RMSE and MAPE that provide error prediction estimates of values 
close to 0 which is a very good result. model because it has a slight deviation, ARIMA shows a deviation of MAPE 
(1.804) and RMSE (9.418) of the predicted water requirement compared to the actual water consumption. of predicted 
water Figures 2.A and Figure-2.B show water consumption for the past 6 months by comparing actual and predictable 
use of the past two weeks using two consecutive methods. 

 

 

 
Fig.2 ARIMA actual consumptions Forecasted 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.3 SVR actual consumptions Forecasted 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 
 Developing and implementing forecasting algorithms can result in a cost reduction of 18% or more. This project 
introduces models for the acquisition of learning tools that can produce accurate predictions compared to traditional 
strategies. It was found to be reliable in the use of water data for real data, if there were no abnormalities of the data used 
during the training. We can conclude that when we consider copying the water demand process to predict machine 
learning (SVM) it proves to provide higher accuracy and efficiency compared to the critical time model (ARIMA). 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

 
 Currently, a major project working in Kuwait to install smart meters in all Kuwaiti homes, this will provide accurate 
and varied information, on the other hand using other study equipment and time critical techniques can lead to better 
results than the results obtained in this study. 
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